Ford f350 super duty engine

Ford 's Super Duty midcycle refresh actually completes the fourth-generation redesign of the
model that started with a redo of everything you see and now ends with a redo of the major
mechanical systemsâ€”two new engines and a new speed automatic transmission. Bigger
inside, smaller outside. Tidy exterior engine dimensions ease maintenance accessibility in all
applications and afford more useful space for chassis-cab and motor-home chassis customers.
Godzilla is reportedly narrower and shorter than both the V and the 6. Inside, this shrunken
engine's The oversquare cylinder dimensions also help reduce cylinder-wall friction and heat
transfer, improving overall efficiency relative to the V's undersquare Overall weight is also
reduced by about 50 pounds. It's currently the largest-displacement gas V-8 in the class, but
there's room in this clean-sheet design to bump the bore and stroke up a bit, should any of its
bragging rights come under fire. There's also oodles of room in the valley to accommodate a
supercharger. Variable cam timing. There is a cam phaser on the single in-block cam. It can
rotate the cam up to 60 degrees. Cylinder deactivation will not be available at launch but could
be added if that feature proves incredibly valuable to Ram HD customers. We're told the
camshaft bearings are larger than most, and roller rockers and followers are used to reduce
high-speed friction. Also variable: the oil pump displacement great for running that
hydraulically actuated cam phaser. Port injection only. After Ford added port and direct fuel
injection to the F's six-cylinder engines and changed the 5. It turns out the anticipated
higher-load, lower-speed duty cycle these Super Duty applications experience don't warrant the
increased expense of direct injection. Also, the new speed automatic transmission helps keep
the engine operating in its "peak efficiency island" of 1, to 2, rpm. And even without DI, this new
engine manages to tolerate Oh, and if the fuel you prefer to inject is compressed natural gas,
Ford will again offer a CNG conversion kit. Strong and Cool. The all-new cast iron block and
forged steel crankshaft are built for heavy-duty loads, with four-bolt, cross-bolted main
bearings. Oil jets cool the steel pistons just like on many high-power engine applications. The
engine will be manufactured in Ford's Windsor, Ontario, engine plant. At the press event
introducing its new Super Duty trucks, representatives frequently repeated the fact that Ford is
the only manufacturer that designs and builds all of its own heavy-duty engines and
transmissionsâ€”a not-so-subtle dig at FCA's Cummins engine and Aisin transmission
suppliers and GM's use of Allison trannies. Indeed Ford's latest 6. Strengthened numbers. The
basic block architecture is unchanged, but the compacted-graphite iron block and aluminum
heads, along with the rods, bearings, and pistons, are all strengthened to withstand increased
in-cylinder pressures expected in this "most powerful diesel ever offered in a Super Duty. The
second-gen 6. When asked, diesel tech specialist David Ives demurred, emphasizing that while
torque gets a big load moving, it's the power rating you need to keep it climbing the Davis Dam
at a constant speed. We look forward to testing exactly that later this summer. Highest
fuel-injection pressure. A new fuel system provides a common-rail injection pressure of 36,
psiâ€”a new class record. The pump, located in the valley of the vee, is gear-driven at
crankshaft speed off the also gear-driven cam. The fuel lines and rails are also upgraded, as are
the piezo injectors themselves. They feature a new spray pattern and are capable of up to eight
separate injection events per cycle. New turbo. It's still located in the valley of this "hot-vee"
setup, but it is now quicker to respond to throttle inputs thanks to a revised variable-nozzle
turbine that benefits from fully electric instead of electro-hydraulic control. Ives was mum about
peak turbo pressure. Three sizes. This year more variations on the basic transmission design
developed in conjunction with General Motors are rolling out. We now learn that at Ford the
design has been developed in three torque classes. The lightest-duty one goes in the Mustang
and will be arriving soon in the Ford Explorer and Lincoln Navigator. The middle one is already
in use in the F Super Duty applications will employ the largest one. The "barrel" of the
transmission, where all the planetary-gear magic happens, increases in diameter with each step
up, allowing for beefier shafts, gears, and plates in the multiplate clutches. All new. Less than 7
percent of parts are shared between the F speed and the Super Duty TorqShift transmissions.
Those that do carry over are primarily minor fasteners. Gear ratios have not been provided as
yet, but we're told they aren't very different, though heavily loaded Super Duty vehicles may
skip gears much less often than the light-duty trucks do. And, as with the F, the much broader
ratio spread promises improved performance and economy relative to the G6 six-speed
TorqShift it replaces. It also fits in the same space and weighs just 3. Live-Drive power takeoff.
Another major differentiator is the power takeoff that's offered as an option on Super Duty
applications. Opt for Live-Drive, and the gearing that powers the oil pump gets scaled up so that
the idler gear can deliver power for things like a hydraulic pump for dump trucks, bucket lifts,
etc. As before, it works whether moving or stopped, and Ford claims this latest application can
provide more power. Close Ad. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend. Frank Markus Words
Manufacturer Photos. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. With an ideal mix of power, brawn

and refinement, the Ford F Super Duty is a top pick for a heavy-duty truck. There are trucks and
then there are trucks , pronounced in a deep Sam Elliott twang. The Ford F Super Duty would be
the latter, a heavy-duty pickup available with a dual rear axle that can tow upwards of 21,
pounds. To put that into perspective, things that weigh that much include five hippos, two killer
whales and a foot fishing trawler. Or just a really huge camper. But no matter what you plan on
pulling or hauling, the F is a serious machine for serious jobs. And with two new engines for , it
just got even more serious. Following up the changes made to the comparatively pedestrian
Ford F, the F gets a whole host of updates and upgrades. Minor tweaks were made to the
exterior and there are welcome revisions to the climate controls, bringing them in line with the
rest of Ford's new lineup the double-DIN stereo faceplate remains. More importantly, though,
Ford's twin I-beam suspension was enhanced to enable greater towing and payload capability,
while also improving the ride which nevertheless continues to be inherently stiff and bouncy
when unladen. The steering gear is all-new, with Ford claiming improved response and
on-center feel. The biggest changes, however, are under the hood. Standard is a 6. To get that
21,pound max tow rating, though, you'll need to opt for the new 6. Both engines get a new
six-speed automatic transmission and Ford says fuel economy has improved as well. Should
the F's massive capabilities not be enough say, you need to tow three killer whales , Ford is the
only truck maker that sells something greater than a series pickup: the F For most consumers
in need of a serious truck , though, the Ford F Super Duty is a fine choice, though the Chevrolet
Silverado HD and Ram are definitely worth a look as well. The Ford F Super Duty is available in
three cab designs regular, extended SuperCab and Crew Cab , two rear axle designs single
wheel and dual and two bed lengths 8 feet and 6 feet, 9 inches, which is unavailable with the
regular cab or dual rear wheel. The XL dually adds running boards and a hydraulic jack. The
Value package adds cruise control, chrome bumpers and a four-speaker sound system with a
CD player. The Power Equipment Group adds keyless entry, full power accessories and heated
power mirrors with integrated blind-spot mirrors. The XLT includes the Value package and
Power Equipment Group, but adds alloy wheels single rear wheel cloth upholstery, rear privacy
glass, cupholders, carpet flooring, additional interior power points and an auxiliary audio jack.
The XLT Interior package adds automatic headlights, a keyless entry code pad, a six-way power
driver seat and power-adjustable pedals. The XLT Premium package available on the SuperCab
and Crew Cab adds the Interior package, plus power telescoping mirrors, foglamps,
auto-dimming rearview mirror, steering-wheel controls and the Sync electronics system, which
includes Bluetooth and an iPod interface. It includes the XLT's above optional items and adds
rear parking sensors, a power-sliding rear window, dual-zone automatic climate control,
eight-way power front bucket seats with power lumbar adjustment and a full center console,
leather upholstery SuperCab backseat is premium vinyl , rear seat air vents, a leather-wrapped
steering wheel, an enhanced trip computer and an eight-speaker sound system with satellite
radio. It also adds inch alloy wheels single rear wheel or inch alloy wheels dual rear wheel.
Many of these additions are optional on the XLT. The King Ranch adds to the Lariat special
exterior and interior trim, remote ignition, a rearview camera, unique King Ranch rust-red
leather upholstery, heated and ventilated front seats and driver memory functions. Other than
the King Ranch-specific trim, all these items are options on the Lariat. Options on all Fs include
a fifth-wheel hitch kit, roof clearance lights, a tailgate step, a rear window defroster, a sunroof
and a navigation system with integrated HD radio. The FX4 Off-Road package available on 4x4
models includes all-terrain tires, skid plates and upgraded Rancho-brand shocks.
Single-rear-wheel models get an electronic locking differential and hill descent control with this
package, while the dually gets a limited-slip rear axle. The Ford F comes standard with a 6. A
six-speed automatic transmission is standard with either rear- or all-wheel drive. The F is not
subject to EPA fuel economy tests, but Ford says this new engine is more fuel-efficient than the
one it replaces. Maximum towing capacity with this engine is between 11, and 15, pounds
depending on axle ratio, wheels driven, cab design and single or dual rear axle. Adding a
fifth-wheel hookup boosts the max up to 15, Optional is a 6. Early-build Fs with this engine
made hp and lb-ft. Ford later upgraded it to the current hp and lb-ft of torque and says the
upgrade can be applied to the earlier engines for free at any Ford dealership. Maximum towing
capacity is between 12, and 16, pounds depending on axle ratio, wheels driven, cab design and
single or dual rear axle. Adding a fifth-wheel hookup boosts the max up to 21, The Ford F Super
Duty comes standard with four-wheel antilock disc brakes, stability control, trailer sway control,
hill start assist, front side airbags, front side curtain airbags and the SOS post-crash alert
system. The Regular and SuperCabs get a passenger airbag deactivation switch. An integrated
trailer brake controller is standard on XLT and higher models, while the Lariat trim level adds
rear parking sensors and power-adjustable pedals. We were already impressed with the Super
Duty's ride and comfort, and the Ford F has managed to impress us even further. Compared to

the competition, the Ford Super Duty line is noticeably quieter, with wind and road noise
pleasantly silenced. Even the trademark diesel clatter has been reduced to barely detectable
levels. As with any heavy-duty pickup, the ride can be a bit jittery when unloaded, but the F
remains reasonably well-mannered over the rough stuff. The chief downside to the Ford's
dynamics is steering, which feels numb and is slow compared to its more agile rivals. Both
Dodge and GM's setups provide a more connected feel and require less steering wheel
movement while negotiating a tight road or parking. Towing is a big part of the Super Duty's
capabilities, and the new 6. Even when lugging a 10,pound trailer up a steep grade, the diesel
climbs with ease -- never laboring or hunting among gears. Drivers may also selectively lock out
higher gears to ensure optimal towing prowess. Descending is also made simple thanks to a
well-managed automatic transmission that seems to select just the right gear at the right time.
Most of the Ford F Super Duty's interior carries over from the previous model, featuring a
blocky, industrial theme. Compared to the Ram , the Ford's cabin is beginning to look a little
long in the tooth though the updated climate controls are welcome. Hard plastics abound
throughout the interior on lower trim levels, but are on par or better than other trucks in this
segment. Opting for the Lariat or King Ranch models will add a decidedly upscale experience,
with rich leather and added amenities. New for , the F adds a lockable bin under an available
front center bench seat, which also folds to serve as an armrest. Another lockable bin is located
under the rear seats and can easily accommodate longer items like a hunting rifle and also
features a volt power point. Another nifty addition is the available 4. This display allows the
driver to customize settings and relays trip computer, fuel economy, towing and off-road
information. Yarnell Grade is a twisting ribbon of asphalt that clings perilously to an ancient
Arizona cliff face with the sort of precarious dramatic flair that would do any mad scientist
proud. Ominously, two lanes lead up, but only one wends its way back down in tortured
switchbacks across the rocky outcrops. Is that a vulture circling overhead? It's all above us
now, as we're barreling up the gentle alluvial slope that feeds into the grade proper in a Ford
F-Series Super Duty pickup, an F 4x4 with a 10,pound trailer latched on the back, picking up
speed for a healthy start. But it's not to be. Some evil henchman of a road designer put the first
switchback right at the bottom, meaning we have to ease off and slow down for the introductory
mph curve, an act that utterly kills our momentum. No matter. The all-new 6. We accelerate
stoutly out of the bend and proceed steadily up the grade without hesitation. Progress is slowed
briefly by additional 35 mph corners that more or less define a great uphill slalom, but the Super
Duty is acting as if the trailer isn't even there. That's what horsepower and, more importantly, a
whopping pound-feet of diesel torque will do for you. This truck is a monster. Gone is Ford's
joint venture with Navistar, and the troubled 6. This new engine is a clean-sheet design that is
not only thrilling to drive but also inspiring to look at in cutaway form. The custom-tailored,
Honeywell variable-nozzle turbo sits smack dab in the middle of the vee, right on top of the iron
block and between the aluminum heads. The exhaust manifolds spring from the inward faces of
the heads in close proximity, and each bank sets the turbo spinning through its own nozzle.
Cold inlet air gets sucked in from the front, is compressed which produces heat , then expelled
and sent to a nearby air-to-water intercooler to chill out and get dense. And then things get
weird. The compressed air then enters an intake distribution manifold that straddles the turbo
like a giant tarantula. Eight runners connect to the inner faces of the valve covers, where they
seemingly disappear. It takes a cutaway model to see that the valve covers themselves have
secret passages cast inside them four each that extend the runners and direct the compressed
intake air over the top of the heads to hidden outboard intake ports. Forget Yarnell Grade; this
is the work of a mad scientist. Fiends, With Benefits The result of Ford's complex engineering is
an engine that's lighter than the outgoing mill by pounds. This V8 is substantially quieter as
well, with no perceptible turbo whine and a greatly reduced degree of diesel clatter. This is also
a clean diesel, and it uses the increasingly familiar urea-based Diesel Exhaust Fluid dispensed
from a 5. Furthermore, this turbodiesel is designed to run all day long on biofuel blends up to
and including B20 with no mechanical or warranty implications. Meanwhile, the standard engine
is an all-new 6. It's no slouch, either, as it makes hp and lb-ft of torque. Some of the fuel
efficiency gains here come from taller final-drive gears, which are made possible by the massive
infusion of torque. Last year's four available axle ratios ranged from 3. Despite this, tow ratings
for various models of the Super Duty have either held firm or gone up. Shifty A freshly designed
6R Torq-Shift six-speed automatic transmission improves economy and drivability in equal
measure. The extra cog simultaneously allows a taller top gear 0. It all works together
seamlessly while the Super Duty is going up Yarnell Grade, but the real surprise is how well the
new transmission controls speed going downhill. The key is a newly added brake pressure
transducer. Instead of simple on-off reports, the ECU now knows exactly how hard the driver is
pressing the pedal. On top of this, the engine computer can utilize the variable nozzle function

of the turbo as an exhaust brake, choking the nozzles down while the vehicle coasts to build
substantial backpressure. The result is a high level of engine braking without the always
flatulent and sometimes illegal "Jake Brake" noise. If the driver wants still more control, there's
also a full manual mode. Gadgetry Electronic stability control comes standard with the new
Ford Super Duty, and the system's algorithm for the control of trailer sway can make
corrections by applying individual brakes on the truck. There's now a hill-hold function that
arrests rollback on grades for a couple of seconds to give you time to move your foot from
brake to throttle, plus a very effective hill descent control that limits speed while you're
off-roading. Those who want a navigation system in the Super Duty can get it one of two ways.
This device allows you to establish a cellular link to a personal computer back in the office so
you can access files and print documents right in the cab if a user-supplied Bluetooth-capable
printer is present. And then there's Crew Chief, a hidden GPS tracking system that fleet
managers will love and the lazier members of the work crew will loathe because it broadcasts
the truck's position, speed, idle status and many other user-definable variables every three
minutes in real time to the fleet manager's Web account. If the government were doing this to all
of us, it'd be big brother. If it's your boss, well, get to work and you'll have no trouble. It's all
factory tested and warranted, yet fully compatible with Reese fifth-wheel hitch products. Worth
every penny, we think. Inside the Lair All of this trick new hardware is contained in a truck
package that is little changed from before. The available wheelbases, bed lengths and cabs
remain the same. The interiors are largely unchanged, save for a few critical and strategic
differences. The front seats have been reshaped and re-bolstered in a way that makes them
both truly comfortable and truly supportive over the long haul, and they now contain side
airbags. Headroom and legroom dimensions change by a couple of meaningless tenths of an
inch as a result of the resculpting. Between the seats, a new center console ducts cool air to
rear passengers, plus it also contains a variety of small storage options, a large lockable center
bin and a power point or two. In the back of the double cab, the ultra-flat load floor was thought
to be the hot ticket in the former Super Duty. But owners apparently disagreed, expressing an
interest in lockable in-cab storage instead. So now the seat bottoms flip up to reveal lockable
bins that can hold "long hunting items," and there's a power point inside to allow a laptop to be
securely hidden while on the charger. Another useful change is the Super Duty's gauge cluster,
where the familiar dials now surround a 4. But the coolest part is the larger real-time mpg
display that presents both your rolling mpg average and your instantaneous mpg performance
in a clear graphic that gives effective feedback to those who want to save fuel. And we're not
even talking dually yet. Of course the lesser trim levels and smaller cabs start from a lower
plane of existence. An F regular-cab 4x2 in base XL trim remember those? You could say the F
has a rather broad price range. Add in the Fs, the Fs and the dually models, and you can see
there's far too much to talk about here. More impressions will come as these trucks make their
way into our eager hands. But from what we've seen of the new Ford F Crew Cab 4x4, Ford's
mad scientists have been very busy indeed. And the functional truck users and trailer tow-ers
among us should be glad to know that they have focused their cruel talents on the bits that
matter to us: the engine, the transmission, the tow hitch paraphernalia, and yes, the seats and
the cupholders. Edmunds attended a manufacturer-sponsored event, to which selected
members of the press were invited, to facilitate this report. Doing so could save you hundreds
or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service
reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them.
Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive
database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Used Ford F Super Duty. Is it better to lease or buy a
car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a
financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off
the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less
expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive
a new car every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review
Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Numb and slow steering interior is getting a bit
dated. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review.
Vehicle overview. The Ford F has been given significant updates for , with new gas and diesel
engines, a six-speed automatic transmission, steering and suspension revisions, tweaked
exterior styling, some new interior switchgear and a few additional features. Read more. Write a
review See all 8 reviews. Super Diesel, Awesome Truck. Fuel economy is really affected by
speed and headwinds. Highest 17 mpg with a tailwind and lowest 9. Stunningly good ride and
handling for a 4x4 Dually crew, rides better than my F 4x4 diesel. Complaints are few - Ford got

it squared away with this truck. Read less. Pulled a fifth wheel mi. Bought this truck two years
ago when they first hit the ground. The cab has lots and lots of squeks and rattles. Had
transmission problems before the reflash, had wast gate replaced due to hissing noise when
shut down. Interior is quite ugly in the Lariat, seat inset looks like two week old road kill hide,
but the seats are comfortable, great on long trips. The ride is great, smooth, handles beautifully
for such a big truck and it is big. The engine is quiet and responsive, great torque, this thing
could pull a house. It's a truck! Write a review. People who viewed this also viewed 5 average
Rating out of 1 reviews. Lightning strike, followed by heavy rain and thunder. Sponsored cars
related to the F Super Duty. Sign Up. Although this may seem unusual to most of you, truck
drivers believe things that are quite clear here. While light-duty trucks need to combine
performance with everyday comfort and practicality, all of these models are about towing. The
fact is that recently Ford Super Duty Redesign is more capable so far. Given the increase in
power, we can expect improvement with an updated model. At this point, this truck has the
same towing rating as the Silverado HD, while the Ram is more capable with a large margin.
Therefore, it might hope to see a redesign of the Ford F The next-generation F will come next
year, so we can see the Super Duty model soon after. However, this is only a rumor, which does
not seem too heard at this time. Most likely, the current generation will remain the same for
several more years. Most likely, the redesign of the Ford Ford F will experience changes from
various sides. Therefore, in Ford Super Duty Redesign we hope that Ford can provide some of
the latest designs and performances that are okay for a few more years. Need to know the latest
updates have presented a new style, a more powerful engine, and new technology. There is also
a new performance-oriented model called Tremor. He glanced at a new off-road package called
Tremor. This is a new package and must be available in the Ford F Super Duty too. Compared to
the standard model, there are many upgrades. First of all, there are new suspension
arrangements. This model has more ground clearance and is also equipped with twin-tube
shocks with a large 1. Also, there are off-road goods such as locking the rear differential, Dana
limited-slip front differential, rock-crawl mode, and low-speed cruise control. This package is
available in XL and Lariat to trim levels. And on the other hand, the F changes are not expected
for and there are two pretty obvious reasons. First of all, this will be the last model year of the
current generation. Also, the model comes with important updates, such as a new V8 engine
and more. Apart from that, everything will remain the same. Heavy-duty trucks are more
powerful and capable than ever, and the Ford Super Duty is one of the most powerful. Its Power
Stroke diesel engine produces 1, lb-ft of torque, and the powerful model can attract 37, pounds.
While credentials are great for advertising, Super Duty best succeeds in becoming a
stripped-down workplace or multi-fantasy towing machine and a versatile truck that can be
configured as between everything. Along with the diesel engine option, it produces a standard
6. All this ability, plus modern technology and apartment-scale crew cabins make countless,
easy past cheap cabin sections and sloppy highway habits to see. Super Duty has only seen
several updates for the model year. A base model with a dual-rear-wheel mix, the XL Power
Equipment package adds heated glass and a trailer crane rearview mirror with a
hand-adjustable floor and telescoping function. All Super Duty models can now also be
equipped with step beds. With a variety of cabin configurations and cargo bearings, Super Duty
has a wide range of towing and maximum carrying capacity. Since the EPA does not test
vehicles as heavy as Super Duty and its major competitors, we can only evaluate them based on
our own tests. Now that Ford has overhauled engine options for its heavy pickup trucks, we will
have to wait until a new one to assess the real-world MPG on our highway fuel-efficient roads.
The gasoline 6. By comparison, the gas-powered Chevy Silverado HD produced 14 mpg in the
same test. We expect Super Duty to be the most fuel-efficient engine in the optional Power
Stroke diesel line. All three engines are available: the V-8, which works with 6. This is enough to
overload any spreadsheet, but the length is short: the 6. Turbodizel is a champion towing and
can carry up to 37, pounds and the message is for the rights to boast a 1, lb-ft torque driveway.
Truck workers feel capable of duty, while the top trim is very luxurious â€” albeit very large.
Most blind spots are also on the monitor. More, or perhaps no business intentions no valuation
here , Lariat and Limited trucks are up to wheels while some luxury cars rival 20 inches, leather
everywhere, and an 8. In terms of this design, the recent update has brought some pretty good
style details, so we assume that the F Super Duty will run the same way. The first thing you will
notice is the new larger grille, while the taillights and taillights have also been revised. Also, we
must mention the new front bumper. Not only are these new aesthetic features, but they are also
more functional. Models with dual rear wheels feature a larger grille, which also provides
additional fresh air under the hood. Finally, there is a new tailgate design. Overall, the number
of new details clearly shows that the Ford F will not change too much in this aspect. On the
other hand, interior design does not accept special changes. This model comes with lots of

details and new features that make it even more luxurious. Some of the highlights are things
like extra leather throughout the interior, black ash wood trim, and a faux-suede headliner. In
addition to the three new exterior colors, the Super Duty F-Series lineup will also be available in
eight additional colors. The eleven paint colors that will be offered at Ford Super Duty include:.
Note: Some color options may be limited to selecting Ford Super Duty trim levels. In terms of
Tech, we can count on major updates in terms of technological features, which clearly shows
that the current generation will continue for a few more years. Also, an important thing to
mention is that many safety features are now standard on the lower trim. For example, the XLT
model includes lane-departure warnings for installed trucks and trailers, automatic high beam
control, blind-spot monitors with trailer coverage, and forward-collision warnings with
automatic emergency braking and pedestrian detection. Ford celebrates 35 years of commercial
vehicle sales dominance in , but it is already seen in the next few years with the F-Series
Medium Duty and E-Series. The availability of the 7. The 7. The large V8 engine, first announced
as providing the best horsepower and torque at Ford Super Duty, is currently offered on the
Super Duty F , F, and F In addition to confirming that the last of the three are now ready to be
ordered and will be available this summer, Ford also revealed that the Medium Duty F-Series
truck equipped with a 7. Given the fact that the Superduty will probably not show even greater
changes, we hope to see it in the last quarter of next year. The base price will be around 36,
dollars. As for the release date of the F Changes, keep in mind that next year may not bring
certain changes. When it comes to the Ford F, the current model starts around 35, dollars and
we do not expect greater changes in the future. We will continue to update the information on
this website. Hopefully, this information can add to your knowledge, please also read our other
latest articles. We see Super Duty is perfect for those of you who need a vehicle with impressive
capabilities and also equipped with various modern technologies. Whereas at the asking price
of the F Ford certainly offers more than what its competitors are offering at the same price or
even more. It also has an engine that is also quite powerful and with a larger bed than its
competitors. And offers better payload capacity. On the interior space and passenger comfort
are sectors where the F appears to be a little lacking, but with the package list that comes with
the truck. Skip to content. Table of Contents. Share this: Facebook Tweet WhatsApp. Go to
mobile version. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Very good
communication! They called me and scheduled an appointment, but the truck was sold before I
could drive to the dealership. But overall they were somewhat helpfully. Answered questions
very promptly and professionally. I did not contact dealership in person. Email only. Vehicle
sold before I could arrange test drive. The sales manager Matt made the deal happen. My
salesman William was knowledgeable and finance was quick. One voicemail message inviting
me to visit; three email responses, however all were "canned email', and my questions were
never addressed by neither Salesperson Jerry, nor the Sales Manager. Good experience. Good
follow up!! I purchased another model when they called. Of the complaint but I never heard a
call back. The Salesman was unaware that the Envision was sold the day before he booked an
appointment with me. He failed to return phone calls and send an email confirming the
appointment. I was spared the plus round trip because I called the morning of the appointment
to assure it still on and learned the vehicle had been sold. My experience does not lend it to
positive referrals. He was neither thorough or considerate. Dealership replied to my request
very quickly They also answered all my questions. I have an appointment on Monday morning.
Very open and informative. The staff was helpful and enthusiastic. Unfortunately I did not end
up purchasing a vehicle because I decided to buy a new car but they seemed like a decent
dealership. Dealer responded but about wrong vehicle. Dealer contacted us about a Ford Focus
when the vehicle we were interested in was a F Ali was da man. Stop by and he will show you
the car of your dreams. In fact he should be the Manager. Vehicle wasn't ready for test drive
however dealer was upfront in notifying buyer and made other arrangement once vehicle
become avaiable. Price was advertised with k. I started to get some more info on that car, set up
appointment for test drive. Next day when i got there price was set to Was told by one person
the car has clear history, did run vin myself it has a accident claim. Called again, and when i
asked if it had any accident only then i was told that yes it was reported in a accident. Grieco
should stay to what they say. The Dealership responded quickly and was willing to get me the
vehicle. I give them an A. Although we chose another vehicle and dealer, our experience with
this dealership and the communication was a great one. Great experience. Took care of
everything by e mail and over the phone. Car delivered to my front door, exactly as advertised.
This is how I buy vehicles from now on. I strongly recommend Jimmy Michel Motors. The
salesman we dealt with was Dave Allen, and he was very helpful. We found the best deal there,
and were treated fairly in every way. Fast reply. Friendly and low pressure environment. I ended
up coming in and looking, liked the car but it had a few things that needed to be done. They

were flexible and completed the work. No hassle buying experience. I would recommend. Based
on the top-selling F truck platform, but juiced up with a heavier frame, a stiffer suspension, and
more rugged construction, the Ford F Super Duty is a powerful consumer pickup truck with
heavy-duty hauling capacity. The tough Super Duty trucks have appealed to drivers looking for
a workhorse vehicle for ranch, farm, and job site. Although the focus of the F Super Duty brand
is performance and strength, Ford offers this monster truck with a variety of creature comforts
and special packages, including the popular King Ranch edition. Too big to be EPA rated for
fuel efficiency, most people estimate that the F Super Duty gets about 10 miles per gallon. Sure,
it's not the most environment-friendly truck out there, but it definitely packs quite a punch! We'll
help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and
we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million
shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when
it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're
ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission,
trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see
cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help
with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide.
Best deals first. CarGurus User. Authorized Ford Dealer. Image Not Available. Read more.
Heavy-duty trucks are all about getting work done. They have the highest tow ratings of any
non-commercial vehicles, and they have the features and tools for worksites and contractors.
But a trend ove. Very nice truck still debating. Would have like to have seen less miles so
warranty would cover it longer. I have a f limited bough new with 17, I would be keeping it
,always garage kept. I just wanted something to do some pulling with. Have mostly bought new
vehicles. Like Ford all the time This F diesel is a great ride. Lots of horse power, comfortable
and what I paid for it even with a minor dent on tail gate. It is worth the money. Yes, the truck
has all the features that I was looking for and I thought it was a good deal. Also the previous
owner took care of it. Why Use CarGurus? Ford dealers in Atlanta GA. Ford dealers in Chicago
IL. Ford dealers in Dallas TX. Ford dealers in Houston TX. Ford dealers in Los Angeles CA. Ford
dealers in Miami FL. Ford dealers in New York NY. Ford dealers in Philadelphia PA. Ford dealers
in Washington DC. After a refresh, changes to the Ford F are minimal. A rapid-heat
supplemental cab heater is now standard in cold-weather states, while new available features
include four-corner LED warning strobe light kit and rearview camera and prep kit
jeep wrangler jk radio
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on certain models. Ford offers two engines in the Super Duty pickup. The base engine is a 6. A
second-generation 6. The F Super Duty is available in six trim levels XL, XLT, Lariat, King Ranch
and Platinum , three cab sizes regular, extended and crew , two bed lengths 6'5" and 8' , and
with either single or dual rear wheels. Standard safety features include front and side-curtain
airbags, AdvanceTrac with Roll Stability Control, and crash severity sensor. Aside from the
biblically potent engine and super cool Concludes Seabaugh, 'Aside from its powertrain, the F
looks and feels dated. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend. Other years: Fair Market Price:? The
actual transaction price depends on many variables from dealer inventory to bargaining skills,
so this figure is an approximation. See All Specs. Powerful Powerstroke engine Towing and
payload capacity Choice of configurations. Dated exterior styling Interior starting to show its
age. Vehicle Summary. Key Competitors:. All Model Years

